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Abstract
This study discusses the challenge transport analysts face when using the Norwegian Regional Transport
Model (RTM) and it’s user interface. The aim of this study is to idenƟfy typical challenges the users face when
using a transport model like RTM, and discuss possible changes in future development of the transport model
for beƩer usability.
A review of the user support issues from 2013 to 2014 (N=62) shows that 63 % of all requests were related to
the methods and procedures in the model and uncertainty on how to approach those methods in a analysis.
26 % of the requests were caused by direct and systemaƟc errors in the input data.
The conclusion of the study is that the models user interface should be developed to help the user beƩer
understand the methodology of the transport model.
Introduction
The Norwegian Regional Transport Model (RTM, Tørset et al. (2008)) has been developed by SINTEF in a
ongoing project since 2003. During this Ɵme SINTEF has also been responsible for user support. During the
development work of the model, the experience from user support has lead to an improvement in the user
interface to remove the most common problems users might have. This study of transport models user
interfaces looks at what issues the users have had the last couple of years and discussed how to reduce those
issues.
The aim of this study is to idenƟfy typical challenges the users face when using a transport model like RTM,
and discuss possible changes in future development of the transport model to improve usability.
The evolution of user interface in Norwegian transport models
In the last 15 years, the transport models in Norway have evolved from very crypƟc MSDOS-based models to
a more user friendly model design in the Windows applicaƟon Cube. At the same Ɵme, the way transport
models worked changed from one specific model setup for each model area to a generic design, where the
same model setup is used on different areas.
In the late 1990’s, every transport model were developed and esƟmated for a specific city or region in
Norway. Parameters for the demand model were more or less hard coded into the model. Model developer
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and model user were usually the same team, so usability was not a concern. With the introducƟon of the
regional transport model (RTM) in Norway from 2003 Tørset et al. (2008)) this changed so there was one
transport model independent of the model area. The demand model (Rekdal et al., 2012) needed to be
esƟmated and calibrated for each model area, and the user need to use the correct set of parameters for
each study.
The early models were set up with more or less hard coded input and result files. To run different scenarios
the enƟre model needed to be copied to a different directory and necessary files used to describe the
scenario needed to be changed, or the file names for input files could be pointed at a different set of input
files. This approach to scenario management required no user interface at all, but the user needed to have a
broad insight into how the transport model works. This became increasingly difficult as the models grew
more complex and important input files was scaƩered in different places in the models flow chart. The
TASS3-model (Skjetne et al., 2000) was developed as a generic transport model but had to be customized for
each city. This was the last transport model with no user interface and each scenario was a copy of the enƟre
model.
The next version of the TASS-model framwork, TASS4 (Skjetne et al., 2003), and later TASS5 (Meland et al.,
2006) took advantage of the new scenario manager offered in the CiƟlabs Cube suite. With the scenario
manager it was possible to run several scenarios without copying the model. 1 shows the user interface for
the TASS4 model. The user interface enabled the user to link scenario specific files for networks, public
transit routes, zone data and various toll costs for each scenario in a tree view. The user interface relieved the
user from having to copy the model for each scenario and change hard linked files. The more or less crypƟc
contents of the files was not changed. If the files contained an error the model would stop returning an error
message.
Figure 1: User Interface of the Tass4 model
The RTM model developed from 2003 and the same model was used for any city or any region. This required
the user interface to be more flexible. The users did not only have to link the correct files for each scenario,
but also define which set of calibrated parameters for the demand model for each region. To reduce the
number of files in the scenario manager, the parameters needed to be located in a specific directory for each
region. The directory name needed to be the same as the name of region in the user interface. This lead to a
confusing user experience where the user not only needed to define proper scenarios and edit the necessary
files, but also manage a lot of files in the correct directory. Using input data files with pre-defined file names
and path outside the scenario tree proved to be the source of many mistakes. If the files were present the
model would run, but there was no guarantee the files were the correct ones for that region.
When the next version of RTM was released, the enƟre model was converted from the legacy TRIPS package
to the script based Voyager package. TRIPS used a rigid input data format, while Voyager based models are
very flexible. During the latest developments of the RTM-model the user interface could focus more on the
users need to put correct data into the model, and not the user having to struggle geƫng the input data files
correct in terms of file format. The flexibility of the Voyager package enables the model developers to define
input data format and input methods without constrains from legacy soŌware. There are however in the
current RTM model some file formats and network aƩributes that are sƟll defined because of constraints in
the TRIPS package.
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Other Norwegian transport models
There are other available transport models than the TASS and RTM model systems for the Cube soŌware.
Most importantly there are several EMME/3-based models using the same demand model as RTM,
Tramod_By. The most commonly used model in the RTM23+ model for Oslo and surrounding municipaliƟes
(Rekdal & Larsen, 2008). These models use EMME/3 as network scenario management and result analyses,
but the run flow is controlled by EMME-macros and batch files, which in turn is controlled by a variety of text
files containing file names and various parameters. It’s the end user’s responsibility that all the control files
are correct, and this is a very difficult task for everyone but the most experienced users of that parƟcular
model. There user group for this model is smaller and more concentrated than the RTM user group.
The user interface of the Norwegian RTMmodel
Input ϐiles
The user interface of the RTM model (Malmin, 2013) is managed by CiƟlabs Cube Base. The core of the user
interface is a scenario manager. The scenario manager organizes the scnearios in a hierarchic tree. The
default tree, shown in figure 2 consists of the model area of each administraƟve region on top and then
various forecast years. The user is free to choose whatever scenario tree that seems fit for each analyses.
Figure 2: The scenario manager of Cube Base
In addiƟon to the scenario manager, Cube Base manages inputs files and opƟons for the scenario. The user
input is defined independent of the scenario tree, which means that each scenario require exactly the same
files and opƟons. Input data to the RTM model, shown in figure 3 are 27 different files divided into 12 groups
of unique file formats. Not all files are required, and the requirement depends on type of analysis and model
area.
The most important main group of files are:
Geodatabase The geodatabase contains networks and public transport routes.
AddiƟonal costs Public transport costs, internal distances and toll zones.
Fixed trip matrices Heavy weight vehicles and external trips.
Zone data Land use, employment, educaƟon and demographics.
Parameters Various parameters and premises for the demand model.
Traffic count Traffic count data for validaƟon.
System complexity
(?, p. 153-155) describes the challenges about an increasing number of computer systems to perform various
tasks. A computer system means components like operaƟng systems, soŌware, or interacƟve websites like a
database front end. Using the RTM transport model requires knowledge of several computer systems. To be
able to use the model and perform credible analyses, the users needs to be skilled in all the systems. If the
user are challenged in one of the systems, the results might be wrong, difficult to explain or both. Time
consumpƟon will also be a factor.
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Figure 3: First page of the scenario ediƟng in the RTMmodel
The transport models requires the following systems:
MicrosoŌ Windows Explorer Most user have a certain skill using MS Windows. Using transport
models requires the user to be able to browse complex directory structures in Explorer to
locate both input and result files. It is also important during installaƟon of the transport
model that all files are put into sensible directory names.
CiƟlabs Cube The transport model is developed for use in the Cube transport planning soŌware
suite. The user interface, execuƟon of scenarios and result analyses are handled in Cube.
The user needs a understanding of how the Cube soŌware works and it’s limitaƟons.
ESRI ArcGIS ArcGIS is used for creaƟon and ediƟng of input networks, public transit routes and
zone data. A extension for ArcGIS is used for network ediƟng. Using ArcGIS with the
transport network extension (TNExt) is the most challenging aspects of using the RTM
model system. The used both need experience with ArcGIS and TNExt. And on top of that,
the user need experience to create network and public transit routes that makes sense in a
transport model analysis.
DBF editor Various input files are database tables in DBF-format. MicrosoŌ Excel 2010 and later
do not support DBF-files. An alternaƟve is OpenOffice Calc with proper support for
DBF-files. Because of the lack of support in MS Excel, there have been some confusion
creaƟng and ediƟng DBF-files for the RTM model.
Text editor A decreasing number of input files for the model are sƟll raw text files. Surprisingly,
ediƟng a simple text file can lead to errors if the model expect tab-separaƟon or similar.
Character set (ISO, Unicode) are also confusing in Nordic and other European countries.
To set up a single scenario run in the transport model, the user needs to use four different soŌware packages
to create 12 groups of a total of 27 input files. This complexity puts a very high demand on the user.
Söderström (2013, p. 154) describes that the theoreƟcal relaƟons between systems increase drasƟcally when
more systems are added to the complexity. 4 systems give 4 possible relaƟons, while 5, 6 and 7 leads to 10,15
and 21 relaƟons respecƟvely. The probability of error increases with number of relaƟons.
Error messages and feedback
There are two different types of errors:
Direct errors in the input data like values outside the defined limits and wrong data format. This type of
error will stop the execuƟon of the program with a error message.
SystemaƟc errors will not stop any program execuƟon but will give bad results from the model. Input data
networks with wrong aƩributes or incorrect one way drive direcƟons are typical. A good user interface
must aim to guide the user so the risk of systemaƟc errors are reduced.
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The various systems returns different error messages and feedback. The RTM model will on a successful run
create a scenario raport (PDF-file) with informaƟon about the scenario’s run details, input data and key
results. This report was developed in the RTM model so it would be easier for the user to keep a record of a
scenario run for project documentaƟon and quality assurance. In this report, there are a few logical tests
performed on the input data and the user needs to evaluate the results of these tests. This helps reducing
systemaƟc errors. Possible systemaƟc errors are asymmetry in the level of service data because of network
errors and unconnected zones. The model will run just fine with these errors, but the results will be skewed.
There is also a summary of all the input parameter files to the demand model. If the user have provided a
insufficient number of files, or given the files the wrong file names, the scenario report will highlight possible
mismatches.
The scenario report contains warnings about possible errors in the input data are not always evaluated by the
user. There have also been users that have failed to interpret the warnings. The scenario report also contains
a list over all input files used by the scenario, but as long as all the different file types are linked to the correct
file dialog box in the user interface and the model does not abort, it is not possible for a computer program
to interpret if a file is correct or not. The user must have some sort of quality control to make sure all files in
the user interface are linked correctly.
The transport network ediƟng extension in ArcGIS (TNExt) will give error messages for acƟons not allowed in
the GIS environment and will also give error messages for mismatches between the various data layers. The
system will not however indicate if something is wrong with the network or public transit lines. The results of
such errors will materialize in the logical tests in the PDF-report aŌer a model run or during manual
inspecƟon of the result networks from the transport model.
The most common error messages appear in Cube soŌware that organizes scenarios and run the model. In
the user interface where all the files, opƟons and parameters for a scenario are defined, only file existence
are checked. It is up to the transport model developer to code rouƟnes to check the validity of the input data.
In RTM this is not necessarily the case. If the user have linked the wrong type of files, for example a database
file where a network file should be, the model will eventually abort when the file in quesƟon is accessed by
the transport model.
The error messages reported by Cube Voyager when the model aborts are highly specific on what caused the
error. But to figure out what exactly is wrong from the error message requires experience, experience the
user does not necessarily have. The error messages makes sense for a model developer, but most users have
not developed transport models. The challenge from a user support perspecƟve is how to communicate
those error messages. Users have asked for help with errors with a variety of detail, from a simple screenshot
of the abort message to proper log files. Usually a lot of issues can be solved by users providing log files. But
in some cases log files do not lead to a soluƟon and then parts of, or the enƟre model, has to be invesƟgated.
This is quite easy with various desktop sharing tools like Lync or TeamViewer, but earlier all the files needed
to be transferred electronically or physically.
Common user challenges
There are generally two different groups of users of a transport model. The first group is the consultant who
works on projects where the model is used to analyse different scenarios like a road development project or
public transport improvement. This user group have Ɵme constraints and rely on a working model and that
establishing the scenarios in the model is moderately easy. When issues arise, there is liƩle Ɵme to figure out
what went wrong.
The second user group is the user who are more skilled in model development. When a issue arise, these
users figure out most issues themselves. But there have been situaƟons where users in this group have fixed
problems by Ɵnkering with the model unƟl the problem is solved, and not figured out what in the input data
that caused the issue in the first place. Tinkering with the model to solve issues are not a desirable procedure
since it will be more difficult to recreate the results later.
Requests for user support can be divided into five categories:
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Input error There was an error in one of the input files. This will lead to wrong results or
aborted model run.
Scenario error The scenario was not created correctly. This usually leads to an aborted model
run.
Confusion The user did not understand methods of preparing input data or the model’s
premises.
Methodology The user asked quesƟons to beƩer understand the model.
Bug report The user discovered something wrong with the model.
All e-mails, telephone calls and instant massages requesƟng user support are logged since May 2014. Before
2014, only e-mails are logged. In this study all logged user requests for 2013 and 2014 were counted and
categorized, shown in table 1.
Table 1: User support requests in various categories
Category N Share (%)
Input error 6 10
Scenario error 10 16
Confusion 12 19
Methodology 27 44
Bug report 7 11
All requests 62 100
The table shows the complexity of developing a good user interface for a transport model. Improving the
user interface for the model itself only helps reducing the scenario errors, while the other categories needs
aƩenƟon to the other systems used to create input data. The study shows that the majority of the user
support requests were quesƟons about the models methodology and the users also misunderstood how the
model worked (63% of all requests). The great challenge for model developers is to create a user interface
that improves understanding and reduces confusion. EducaƟng the users in both using and preparing data
for the model is also essenƟal. (Söderström, 2013, p. 93).
10% of the users had problems preparing the input data correctly. The difficulƟes with transport models are
the indirect input data method where the users first needs to prepare all input data, and then tell the model
where to find the data.
Not all users ask user support if they are uncertain about aspects of the model. There have been several
issues where the model was used on numerous false premises, and where the results were presented in a
way that his all the systemaƟc errors. This happens because the model in it’s current version allows wrong
use. To counter this problem, the model needs to perform more self tests that feeds back to the user.
Resources





5. Analyses and reports
In a typical project, data collecƟon and scenarios takes half the alloƩed Ɵme, running the model for all
scenarios doesn’t require man hours, but the computers can run for days to weeks. In an ideal world the
results should be analysed and reported, but it’s quite common that the analyses reveal some systemaƟc
error or bad scenario design. Then it is back to step 2 and the resources disappear fast. The commissioner
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wants the job done with less cost, and extra steps will cost more in either monetary units or quality. If the
model’s user interface reduced the risks of error, there would be less wasted resources. The challenge is to
spend these saved resources on beƩer scenario design and more clever analysis.
Usability of transport models
Most transport models have been developed with strong focus on features and valid results. The study in the
previous secƟon shows that users have challenges with a transport model like RTM that were developed with
usability in mind. This shows that the model’s user interface is sƟll not good enough. The challenge is to
create a user interface that helps the user understand the methodology of the model, since these issues are
most in demand. Since a transport model is not a stand alone product, but dependent on different soŌware
to create input data, it is necessary to evaluate the whole eco-system. If it is not possible to change the
soŌware that creates parts of the input data, how the input data is presented to the model can be changed
for beƩer work flow.
Söderström (2013) and Gould (1995) describes the importance of not only test the soŌware on a user group,
but actually involve users in the development process. This way the users will get a beƩer product, but also
get ownership to the model. This type of development require quite a change of current procedures, but the
result will lead to a transport model that is easier to use with a lesser risk of creaƟng errors.
Discussion and conclusion
This study argues that a transport model needs a user interface that guides the user to beƩer understand the
methodology and premises of the model. This will in turn lead to results with less systemaƟc errors. The user
have to use several soŌware packages to establish input data to scenarios and analyse results. There is a risk
of data produced by other systems will have wrong contents, format or both. This must be taken into
consideraƟon when developing models.
44 % of the queries from users were quesƟons about methodology in the iniƟal phase of the transport
analysis. This shows that most users are willing to learn the system, but use user support to do it. There is
clearly a demand for more training courses in not only using the transport model, but also prepare input data.
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